FERTILIZATION
General Information
GENERAL INFORMATION
Use any time of the year (even when moss is not present)
Sweep or blow (do not wash) all fertilizer materials from surfaces immediately after
application, because certain fertilizer ingredients can cause permanent stains. Do
not apply to concrete, masonry, wall siding or stucco surfaces. If applied by
accident brush or sweep off immediately. Keep out of pools.
NOTE: All products containing soluble iron will stain masonry and clothing. Sweep or
blow off immediately, if spilled. Do not wash off with water. Wash spreading
equipment thoroughly after use.
Children and pets may walk on a treated lawn after the dust settles from the
application. To take extra precautions, avoid contact with treated lawn until the
following day.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its
labeling.
1. Rake lawn lightly to remove leaves, dead grass and other debris.
2. Mow lawn to expose moss and to allow fertilizer to penetrate the turf canopy.
3. Apply uniformly at the recommended rate using a lawn spreader. Contents of this
bag cover up to 5,000 sq. ft. for moss control or up to
7,500 sq. ft. for fertilization.
4. Water thoroughly immediately after application to wash fertilizer particles off
grass and down into the soil.

5. Sweep or blow off sidewalks, driveways and painted surfaces as ferrous sulfate
may stain concrete.
HOW TO APPLY: Apply one pass evenly with a properly calibrated drop type or
rotary spreader. A two-pass application, crisscrossing the area at half the rate each
time is the same as one application. Always apply with fertilizer spreader. Do not
apply by hand.
Spreader setting are approximate. The conditions of your spreader, the speed at
which you walk and the width between spreader passes may cause differences in
the rate of application.
Limitations, Restrictions, and Exceptions
- DO NOT exceed the maximum annual application rate of 20 lbs per 1,000 sq. ft.
Method
Broadcast
Timings
Use any time of the year (even when moss is not present).

